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Tuesday, 6 Apr 2010 – arrived at Sydney Airport, no
problems at the check-in counter even though the case
and bike weighed a total of 26.6 kgs on the check-in
scales.   Flew out at 1400h  to KLI Airport in Malaysia. 

Hotel Concorde ($AUS80.00 per room per night) is only
5-10 minutes drive from KLIA.  Hotel has courtesy bus from
airport, staff are very helpful, rooms are very clean but
plain. Nice size outdoor swimming pool. 

Wednesday, 7 Apr – flight from KLIA to Saigon was
uneventful and on time. Hotel courtesy vehicle was there
to meet me and dropped off at the Huong Sen Hotel
($US60.00 per ROH room per night) in Dong Khoi St,
District One.

Hotel is three-star, staff very friendly, rooms large and
clean. Swimming pool and gym are on the rooftop with bar
facilities.   

Also on the roof is the Terrace Bar and Dining, an open
area dotted with palm trees and a view of the city. However
at the moment it is being refurbished and was not
available for use. 

Thursday, 8 Apr – unpacked Bike Friday from its suitcase
and repacked into lightweight travel bag ready for flight to
Hue.

Explored city area of District One. Good spot for lunch/
dinner at good price was the Zan Z Bar  at Saigon Hotel on
Do Dong Street.   

Friday, 9 Apr – booked early wake up call for 0430h and
taxi for 0500h  for flight to Hue.   Domestic Airport was only
20 minutes, however, word of warning at peak hour it
could take over one hour to get to or from Tan Binh
Airport.

Booking in with the Bike Friday (21.6 kg) was no
problem at the domestic airport (Jetstar). Flight to Hue
one-and-a-half hours. Driver from hotel was waiting for me
at the airport. Hue airport is 14kms from the city. Taxi from
airport to city is 140,000 dong ($AU8.00). 

Hue Heritage Hotel ($US30.00 per room per night) is
about 2kms from the main tourist/restaurant area. Hotel is
three-star, room was large with a double and one single
bed. 

Although there was large road works outside, the hotel
was very clean, staff were cheerful and always on hand for
your convenience. The hotel restaurant has a large menu
range to choose from which was very well priced.

Toured the city centre,  lunched at the DMZ Bar on Le
Loi Street, good food and great personality. 

Trishaw drivers tend not to leave you alone, just keep
walking and they will eventually turn away. 

Saturday, 10 Apr – today I ventured out into the crazy no
rules (by western standards)  of Vietnamese traffic,
however it was not as bad as it looked. You have to be
aware of all things around you. At intersections the trick is
to slow right down, everyone judges the space and speed

of traffic as  they  move across  intersections. Doing a left
hand turn is a little tricky but with practise and confidence
you are soon flowing with the rest of the traffic.  

So off I went, rode out to visit Tu Doc Tomb from the
Nguyen Dynasty (1802-1945), the last of  Vietnam's Royal
families. At the roadside entrance to the tomb I was
besieged by a French girl, couple from England, family
from New Zealand and four guys from Vietnam wanting to
know all about the  Bike Friday. Of course I held court for a
long time with the history of the bike, where I am riding to,
all the gadgets on the bike, how much it cost, etc.   

I covered  over 20kms for the day and have a good feel
on how to survive this traffic. 

HUE - LANG CO  – Day 1 (77 kms/3.15 hrs)
Sunday, 11 Apr  – Left the hotel at 0630h. Instead of riding
through the main city area I scouted around on minor
roads that led me to the National Highway 1 A. The traffic
this early hour was heavy with constant honking of horns
letting you know that a vehicle is about to pass. The traffic
did start to thin out near the airport at Phu Bai. 

The road was very straight, head wind and very hot
travelling in an easterly direction. Before I started this trip I
decided that I would stop at 20km intervals for a drink and
15 minute rest. The first stop was at a stall run by a family
of three (mother, father and daughter). They where very
chatty even though I did not understand we still com -
municated. I took their photo and enjoyed a cup of
Vietnamese ice coffee. At about the 25km mark a local
chap rode up to me on his road bike he was riding to
DaNang. We chatted and talked about the Bike Friday.
Soon we had travelled 40km, my next drink stop. I asked
the local chap to join me but he wanted to push on to
DaNang. We wished one another safe journey.

At this 40km stop I was at the base of a hilly area just
past the village of Phu Loc, so having a good rest was just
what I needed for my first encounter with the mountain
range that divides the North from the South. It was a short
but sharp undulating road of about 3km, however, further
down the road I encountered a very different scene. This
was a gruelling ride up and across part of the mountain.
The heat and head wind didn't make it any easier but as
always when riding up a hill there is always a down slope. I
must mention that heavy transport was becoming more
frequent now. Because of the traffic riding down the hills
was slow and the use of my brakes more frequent. 

I arrived at Lang Co in 3 hours 15 minutes of riding time,
however, I did ride an extra 5km looking for the Lang Co
Beach Resort (not well signposted). I paid a local guy
(120,00 dong, $AU7.00) on his motor scooter to show me
the way to my lodgings for the night.

Lang Co Beach Resort is facing the China Sea.
I pre-booked a budget room for $US30.00, however for

an extra $10.00 I was upgraded to a sea view villa which
was very spacious and just to the side of the swimming
pool. Lovely spot for a few days of relaxing. 

KEN PHILLIPS’ CYCLING VIETNAM ~ APR 2010
Having just turned 65yrs I needed a challenge. That challenge was to ride my 20" folding Bike Friday

down the National Highway 1A in VIETNAM from HUE to NHA TRANG solo with no support vehicle.
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LANG CO - HOI AN           Day 2 ( 75 kms/ 4.45 hrs)
Monday, 12 Apr  – Did not get onto the road until 0730h
as breakfast was late. Today is the assault on Hai Van Pass,
a 10km climb with a 4km stretch of 8 degrees gradient. The
first 3kms was a steady climb. What was not good was that
it was very very hot, no breeze or shade travelling in a SE
direction. Once I hit the 8 degree  gradient I knew this was
to be a tough ride, I was carrying over 10kg of luggage on
the rear rack. After 2kms I had to rest. I left the bike leaning
against a railing whilst I went across the road to some
shade from a lonely tree. After 15 minutes I decided it was
time once more to tackle the mountain. As I was about to
ride off I saw a truck slowly rounding the bend behind me,
I decided to let it pass before I started. As the truck
approached the co-driver beaconed me to get a tow up
this steep part of the mountain. I quickly hopped on my
bike and rode up to the off rear side  and held onto a railing
below the tray bed. This helped take the weight off my
luggage, I still had to pedal but there was not much effort
required. 

At about the 7km stage I let go as the fumes from the
truck were getting to me and my arm was starting to feel
the strain of having to hang onto the railing.

I rested for a good 30 minutes then set off determined
to reach the top. The going was becoming easier I could
move out of 'Granny Gear' a few times on this stretch of the
assent. 

Once at the top I was besieged by store vendors
wanting me to buy from their store. I was now on a high
and did not want to loose my rhythm and shouted 'Can't
Stop' 'Can't Stop' and so began the 10km descent to Kim
Lien at the bottom of the Pass. The descent was full of
swish backs,  my top speed was 47kms. I soon feathered
the brakes to be more in control of the bike. Once at the
bottom there is a straight road through an industrial area
of 10kms to Chon Tan where the road sweeps to the left
then straight on to downtown DaNang, however I was
going to Hoi An which was a turn to the right, not sign
posted. 

I asked locals if I was on the road to Hoi An and as usual
they nodded and pointed but I was not convinced. Earlier I
saw a taxi stand with about a dozen drivers sitting by the
roadside. I turned back and sure enough they correctly
directed me to the road to Hoi An which was further down
towards DaNang. This was a four-lane highway which ran
for about 9kms. Near Dong Ha I stopped for one of my
break, had ice tea and a can of red bull. Shop owner said
Hoi An about 20kms away. This was a good wide road with
plenty of room. I was making good progress until I came to
the turn off to Hoi An which indicated to the left as per my
map but as I continued I was not sure of this road. Soon I
came across two policemen who indicated that up ahead
was a turn to the right to Hoi An (these directions were all
done by hand movements) sure enough there was the sign
- Hoi An 14km sharp left. I followed this road and once
again as I rode further along I was not convinced this was
taking me to Hoi An so I stopped in a town for a coffee and
ask for directions. Whilst having coffee I glanced up at a
sign across the road and to my surprise it said HA NOI,
somehow I had done a complete circle and was heading back
in the direction I had started from. So back I rode for about

4kms where there was a road junction to the left in this
town of  Vinh Dien. This time the local info was correct –
follow road to the next junction turn right and follow for
10kms to Hoi An. At last I had arrived. 

Rest days: 13 - 15 Apr
Accommodation was at the Pho Hoi Riverside Resort

in an executive villa ($US45.00 per night). This is a very fine
resort at a very good price. The villa is an excellent choice
overlooking the swimming pool and river. The resort is on
Can Dan Island connected to Hoi An by a concrete bridge
opposite the town market square.

Of course whilst in Hoi An one must have some clothes
tailor made as I did, shirts which are of fine quality from
Yardley. 

I found the food at the resort restaurant of good quality
and plenty to choose from including wines of Australia.
The staff were always available and helpful to your
requests. Hoi An is a great place to stay as there is lots of
day trips available, if so desired. Restaurant Hai San on
Bach Dang St is a good spot for a meal. They do a great
prawn penne, white or red wine by the glass with good
background music. Take a table outside, you will be
looking at the waterfront.  

HOI AN - MY KHE BEACH - Day 3 ( 131 km/6.17 hrs )
Friday, 16 Apr – On the road by 0620h, weather was
overcast with a sprinkle of rain, a facing breeze which was
cool. I made the most of the overcast conditions and did
not have my first break until the 30km mark. I had a school
boy follow me for some distance. He would pass me, then I
would pass him. Eventually he wanted to race, so off we
went.  The little bugger could certainly ride that one speed
bike, however after about 300mtr I went to top gear and
pulled away from him. It looked like he had had enough so
I slowed down, within a km he was back alongside of me
but now he was wanting to talk, so we conversed with
some English and nodding. 

When it was time for a drink stop I offered him to stop
and drink with me and that I would pay. He had a coke and
I had the mandatory Red Bull. When I went to pay for the
drinks he jumped up and paid the lady, she would not
accept my money saying that my friend had paid.   He also
would not accept any money from me, how is that for
hospitality. We got back on our bikes and rode together for
about one more km, The boy indicated that his school was
up ahead, so we shook hands and he pedalled off across
the road to school.  

At Tam Ky the 1A Highway turns left at the first set of
lights. This skirts the main city area and did not have much
traffic flow. It is a stretch of about 5kms.  

The sun was up and very hot which made it tough
riding. At Son Tinh I stopped for a drink and information on
the road to My Lai. The road is to the left of the bridge
which links the city of Quang Ngai. Ride 500m down this
road then turn left at road junction, ride for 8km to the My
Lai Memorial, entry fee 100,000 dong. There is very graphic
photos of the 805 villagers that were massacred during the
Vietnam War.  

I pushed on to My Khe Beach looking for My Khe Beach
Resort with no success so I rode on past the many seafood
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restaurants to a place called Pho Bien which had rooms for
200,000 dong ($AU12.00). Room was air-conditioned and
OK for the money as a one night stop over.  

Of the town there is not much to say as there is really
not much to do, only advantage is the beach and the many
seafood restaurants.  

MY KHE - SA HUYNH - Day 4 ( 76 km/3.30 hrs )
Saturday, 17 Apr  – After breakfast  I set off at 0630h
back tracking the 10kms to the 1A Highway, turn left onto
the large bridge that takes you across to the city of Quang
Ngai. At the first set of lights the 1A veers right through the
city. If you continue straight ahead it becomes a four-lane
highway which skirts the city, very little traffic and con -
tinues for about four kms then joins back onto the 1A. The
highway to Sa Huynh was flat, weather overcast with a
cooling head wind. Traffic was low which helped me to ride
with ease and at a  better pace. On arrival the Vinh Hotel is
on the southern side of the town and is well signposted.  

When researching for this hotel the comments were
that it basically was a restaurant with eight rooms
available. Now the hotel is a two-story 25-room building
alongside  the restaurant. Good value for 200,00 dong. 

Across from the hotel is a beach with white sand and
little surf. Many seafood restaurants are located in the
town. 

SA HUYNH - QUY NHON - Day 5 ( 114km/6.45 hrs )
Sunday, 18 Apr – Breakfast not available so rode off at
0550h. I knew this leg was going to be hard, first rise came
200m from the hotel. This was a  continuous uphill ride
with overcast skies and a head wind all the way. First 20km
stop was at a bus stop restaurant where I had breakfast and
rested for 30 mins. Pushed on to ride up over the first
mountain pass. It was now getting hotter and the wind had
increased to the point that I was now stopping every
10kms for my standard shot of Red Bull and resting for at
least 30 mins. 

Traffic on this part of the ride was constant but OK.
There is a three-metre shoulder which is adequate for
bicycle riders. This shoulder is consistent all the way along
my ride from Hue to Nha Trang (with the exception of
bridges and some areas on the mountains). Three kms past
the town of Binh Dinh there is a turn to the left (Highway
19) to Quy Nhon. The ride into the city is about 16kms and
once in the city proper signage is not great, best bet is to
ride through city to the beach (east), keep mountain range
on your right.  

Most hotels are on the beach front. The beach has a
four-lane road along it and best place to get your bearings.
Found my  Hotel Sai Gon. 

It was a long and hard day in the saddle.  

Rest days: 19 - 20 Apr  
Sai Gon Hotel is a 4-star hotel. I booked a deluxe room

in advance, $US37.00 (highly recommended). It was a great
place to recoup from the hard ride of the past days. Food
was excellent, swimming pool and  bar/coffee shop on the
roof top. Room was well appointed and aircon was on
throughout the hotel, also piped music in the hallways and
excellent staff. 

Across the road was the town beach with white sand
and fishing fleet anchored within 30metres of the beach.
Each night the beach was enjoyed by the locals with the
kids all playing  soccer. On the horizon you could see the
lights of the lobster boats working their nets. 

About six hundred metres to the left of the hotel is
Barbara's Kiwi Connection with backpacker accom moda -
tion, café and a place for information on things to do. Also
there is a large supermarket close by. 

The  day before  my  departure  I  went  for a ride  to  find
the start of  Highway 1D. As usual the directions from the
locals was not correct. Ride down the Nguyen Hue Street
onto An Duong Vuong, turn right at Tay Son then left onto
Phu Yen. This is now Highway 1D. To get these directions
I had a taxi driver take me to the start of 1D, he could not
speak English, I just showed him a local map from the
hotel – we communicated.   

QUY NHON - TUY HOA - Day 6 (111km/6.37 hrs )
Wednesday, 21 Apr  – At breakfast there was road cycling
teams having breakfast. They were racing from Ha Noi to
Ho Chi  Minh City.   I rode off at 0630h. Once on Highway
1D there was a nice wide flat road for 2kms then a hard
climb of 4kms, down hill for 2kms then the road continued
to climb over the mountain range. 

Today was again hot with a strong head wind. The ride
was a continuous climb all day. Even though I had sun
screen on, the top of my hands blistered. At the 41km mark
the pro cyclists caught up to me (I rode with the breakaway
group for one second) then waited for the Peleton (rode
with them for 30 seconds) then they were gone. Once
again my 20km stops dropped to having 10km stops for
drinks and rest.  The strong head wind did not let up and
made negotiating the hills very hard and slow. On
approach to Tuy Hoa the 1A veers right, instead ride
straight ahead on Hung Vuong  Street.  This is a four lane
highway with some newly built cheap hotels. I stayed at
the Sinh Hien Hotel 140,000 dong ($AU8.00). It was small
new hotel, air-conditioned, very clean but no restaurant.
Most hotels are to the left  and parallel  to this road (approx
one km) along Do Dap Rd on the beach front.    

TUY HOA - NHA TRANG -  Day 7 (128km/7.15h ) 
Thursday, 22 Apr – No breakfast was available so rode of
at 0600h. Headed down Hung Vuong Rd to the end, turn
right and follow road through city area to large crossroad,
turn left onto 1A heading for Nha Trang. The first few kms
was a slow ascent through a mountain pass then undula -
ting hills for 24kms to Vung Ro. Here the 1A follows the
coast, continued steep hill climbs. Once again the weather
was hot with a very heavy winds coming off the ocean and
again the tops of my hands blistered. The pro cyclists
caught up to me and this time I stopped and videod as
they raced by.  

At one point on the crest of a hill I noted that there was
truck stops where the trucks get hand washed by hoses. I
decided to stop and ask for a spray which was no problem,
it felt very refreshing and cooling. Back on the road it didn't
take long to become hot again. At one stage on a steep
uphill climb the going was tough, traffic was quite heavy
and the heavy trucks were also struggling up the climb, in
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fact one lorry had to stop and change down gears. I was
also in ‘Granny Gear’ and doing it tough, so I hung onto the
side of the lorry and was towed for about two kms until we
reached the top of the climb. The downhill run was very
welcome, however the downhill runs don't go as far as the
uphill rides. At Luong Hoa the road veers to the left to Nha
Trang with great ocean views and sandy inlets. This is a
four-lane highway eight kms out from the city and is hard
going on long ascents and short descents into Nha Trang.  

Once I was down from the hilly approach the road
divides, take the left fork as this runs along the beach and
is where most of the hotels are located.  

It was early evening and I was not far off the mark to
where the Olympic Hotel is situated (Phan Boi Chau St).
Traffic was very heavy so I decided to get a taxi to take me
to the hotel. No problem, placed panniers and suitcase on
back seat and folded Bike Friday and placed in boot of taxi.
Of course the locals all wanted to help fold the bike and lift
it into the boot. This was the end of the bicycle ride and this
day was by far the hardest of all. 

Rest Days: 23 - 25 Apr
Olympic Hotel quite nice $US40.00 per room. Swim -

ming pool on roof. The hotel is near the Dam Markets
which sells everything imaginable. This hotel is north of the
main hotel area. Beachfront is only 500 mtrs away. The
hotel restaurant did not have a very good selection on the
menu. On the day I left took taxi to Cam Ranh Airport,
about 40kms south of Nha Trang. Flew out to HCM City at
1145hr. 

SUMMARY 
1. Do plenty of research on Vietnam and it's people/

climate/route you wish to ride.
2. Pack what you think you will need then halve it (or

more). All things in Vietnam for bike riding are cheap.

3. It is much cheaper to pre-book your hotel accom mo -
dation for each leg of the ride by internet. Google sight
called 'Hotels in Vietnam'.

4. The people of Vietnam are very friendly. Try to learn
just a few words in Vietnamese, it will be most
welcome by the locals.

5. When in a foreign country observe the customs/rules
and be patient, things are done at a slower pace than
what you may be used to.

6. Be aware of the traffic especially on the highway. As a
bike rider you are near the bottom end of the food
chain.

7. The honking of horns is the Vietnamese way of saying
'I'm going to pass - move over'.

8. Be wary of eating fresh salad(roll) as it may not come
from a refrigerator.

9. When wanting to walk across a busy road – wait for a
small break in the traffic (if possible). Step off and walk
at a steady pace straight across to the other side. Do
not stop or run. The traffic judges your pace. They will
adjust and weave around you (first time is very heart in
the mouth situation).

10. Highway 1A (on my ride) had at least a two-metre
(lined) shoulder to ride on, however, be aware that the
locals dry rice/timber and park their motorbikes on this
shoulder.

11. When schools out there is lots of kids on their bikes,
they are friendly and some want to chat or race you
(good fun).

12. You may get guys on their motor bike follow you. He
will sit just behind you, just ignore him, after a while he
will ride on.

13. Vietnam is reletively untouched by tourists and things
are cheap. Give yourself an adventure and ride the
coast before tourism really takes hold of the country.
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